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“What will survive of us  is  love”  is the  last  line of Philip Larkin’s poem “An Arundel 
Tomb” (1955).  It is the inscription we chose for my father’s tombstone and it will be 






























































































The Quartet (AM, CC, PB)      Members of our doctoral study group 






























































































































practice,  which  deals  with  elite  appointments,  and  as  an  existential  notion  concerning 
connectedness with self, others and the world. I continued: 
“As part of this process, I have consciously combined my own enlightened self‐interest with 
the aims of this  inquiry.   So, the  inclusion subject and aim, now  includes myself.   What  is  it 
that I am currently included in, and what am I excluded from?  Am I satisfied with this state 
of affairs?  Do I want to change it?  Can I?” 
Looking  back,  I  recognise  in  these  quotations  how  my  interest  in  the  experience  of 
“connectedness” which  runs  through  the work of Bateson, Stanislavski and Greenwood  is 
rooted in a yearning for existential connectedness with my elusive self, with others through 





professional  practice was  overt  reference  to  anything  pertaining  to my  inner world,  the 
natural world  or  the  knowledge  that  comes  from  imagination  and  intuition:  knowledge 
which  is  tacit, magical, wondrous.    I  began  to  inquire  of  these  common  place  forms  of 
knowledge,  familiar  to everyone  through myths and  folk  tales and prevalent  in every day, 





















































































































































































































































































































my supervisor suggested might describe my  incursions  into each of  these  two areas, with 
me at the centre of the knot, the intersection.  This proved a helpful image, because it has 

































































































































































“Belonging,  longing,  yearning,  the  discovery  of  a  new  word  saudade,  a  complex 
Portuguese word, with no exact translation  in English.     It describes a yearning with 
the knowledge that the object of  longing might never return.   It has been described 
























“When  Sehnsucht  (desire)  leads  you  up  the  garden  path”  Speech  by  Federal 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































    

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































impulse  to  edit  out  anything  which  might  be  regretted  afterwards.    I  also  experience 
procrastination (dithering) followed by impatience and self‐loathing.  The following link is an 






































































“I hope my  inquiry will achieve more  than  just knowledge generation,  to  include personal 
and professional development and organisational and community empowerment within the 
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The work  is  inspired  by  the  Brothers Grimm  folk  tale  “Hansel  and Gretel”  and  involved 





me)  because  of  the  presence  of  the witch  as  a  central  character  and  the  opportunity  it 




















































































































































































































































































































































I  have  no  doubt  that  these  campanula  bells  toll  for me.    They  are  a  foreboding,  or  a 













































During  a  call  on  Friday,  31st May,  PB  identified  immediately  that  Rapunzel was  a  tale  of 
escape.    She  alluded  to  a  progression  of  ideas  through  the  trilogy  of  Hansel  &  Gretel, 
Sleeping Beauty and Rapunzel and as a consequence,  I will attempt  to draw  together  the 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































‐ Interlude 1: Flints and Knots       (May / September 2013) 
‐ Interlude 2: Chrysalis Shift       (September 2013) 
‐ Interlude 3: Golden Grove Unleaving   (November 2013) 
‐ Interlude 4: Tree with my daughter     (April 2014) 
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CHAPTER NINE: POLITICS AND GENDER: THE INSURRECTION OF SUBJUGATED 
KNOWLEDGES 
Introduction 
Foucault (1976) identified a key epistemological consequence of the postmodern turn, 
namely the emancipatory opportunities presented by the wholesale and unapologetic 
rejection of metanarratives, observing that as dominant knowledge structures crumbled and 
were cast aside,  
“alongside this crumbling and the astonishing efficacy of discontinuous, particular   
and local critiques, the facts were also revealing something [else] …  
the insurrection of subjugated knowledges.” (p.81) 
 
In this chapter, I describe how my inquiry permitted an insurrection of the “subjugated 
knowledges” of domestic practice within a frame of feminist epistemology.  I present two 














This chapter was written in its entirety after submission of my original thesis.  
It represents another, on-going cycle of inquiry prompted by my being challenged to 
consider the implications of politics and gender in my research. 
Much of what follows was implicit in my original thesis but was unvoiced, partly 
because I regarded it as peripheral and partly because I had not realised the 
significance of what, and how much, was subjugated. Domesticity is the site of 
magical power in the folk tales and I see this now as a chapter of reclaiming, of 
consciousness-raising and of including within my relational self the fact that I am a 
woman who spends much of my time in domestic practice and who has colluded in its 
diminishment. 
The “Keeper of the Keys” illustrates my instinctive and habitual use of diminutives to 
describe a local, personal and relevant inquiry which by my own criteria is valid. 
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Reflections on the gendered and political aspects of my practice 
The importance of unimportant people 
This is the title of the third chapter of Miller’s (1976) Towards a New Psychology of Women, 
in which she describes how society values some aspects of the total range of human 
potentials far more than others, and how the valued aspects are appropriated by the 
dominant group, in this case, men.  Subordinates (women) are traditionally assigned 
generally less-valued “menial” tasks, frequently those which involve providing bodily needs 
and comforts: feeding, cleaning, healing.  However, Miller goes on to assert 
“a most interesting and exciting proposition: in the course of projecting into women’s 
domain some of the most troublesome and problematic exigencies, male-led society 
may also have simultaneously, and unwittingly, delegated to women not humanity’s 
‘lowest needs’ but its ‘highest necessities’ – that is, the intense, emotionally 
connected cooperation and creativity necessary for human life and growth”. (p.26) 
Re-imagining my domestic practice as the “highest necessity” 
As part of the process of finding my voice through this inquiry, I realised many sites of 
knowledge which I had subjugated intentionally or allowed to be subjugated.  These 
included tacit knowledge of the forest, a sensitivity to pagan ways of knowing, the practice 
of magic in my daily life, artful knowing through the making of images; and intuition as a 
guiding force in relational practice.  The insurrection of the knowledge contained within my 
domestic practice came rather late, indeed only a few days before my final viva in February 
2015, after I had written my thesis.  The moment of epiphany occurred during the making of 
the iPhone video which I prepared as the introduction to my viva.  The following is my 
subsequent interpretation and processing of this video material, which gave rise to this new 
chapter.  If you have not already viewed the video, then I invite you to do so now. 
  









I was surprised by the content of this video, which I improvised in answer to the question, 
“what is my practice?”   Several themes emerge which speak to power and gender. 
I begin by expressing my new confidence that I could claim as my practice all my work, 
including that which forms  
“… the fabric and structure and content of my daily life …. I do not any longer need to 
support the idea that my practice is “out there” and of a higher order than the work 
which I choose to do in the home”. 
I then refer to a pagan epistemology, sited in the natural cosmos and the movement of the 
sun through the sky, from the east to the west, from dawn to dusk and nightfall:  
“… my days – and yours, I imagine – begin with the sun rising and it moves through 
the sky and then there is the dark night in the home and then dawn comes again”. 
I locate my practice: 
“in the home and the community where I live with the people I love and care for, and 
in that place I am a homemaker and a grower of seeds and maker of food and a 
cleaner and breadwinner and a hunter, a gatherer, a maker of gingerbread and a 
weaver and a spinner of tales”. 
Most startlingly, as I would not in other contexts have described myself in these terms, was 
my description of myself as: 
 
 
 Signpost to My Practice – click here or type http://suelloydresearch.com/my-practice/ 
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“the holder of keys, part of the ancient and powerful line of women who hold the 
keys to the house and to the household”. 
Later in the video, I then contrast my domestic practice with the secretive, covert, often 
brutal, “eat what you kill” profession of executive search consultant, “all about fixing and 
solving and getting people and delivering them to order”. 
When describing the “overarching or underlying aspects of my practice, which is the telling 
of tales”, I state with confidence that I now define my practice holistically in terms of what I 
actually do, asserting that my domestic practice – my work in the home – overarches and 
underpins everything else in defining what my true practice is and the importance of it. 
The home as a site of subjugation, subversion and emancipation 
The Grimm’s folk tales, when originally published in 1812, were titled Children’s and 
Household Tales.  They are inherently domestic and in the process of working with them, 
they “brought me home” so that lately I have rediscovered and returned my attention to 
the value of female knowing as practiced in the family and home. Indeed, my iPhone 
method itself was conceived in the making of the Gingerbread House in the Hansel and 
Gretel project.   It is remarkable that it took so long to recognise the subjugation of my 
domestic practice, as it seems so obvious now as I re-examine the folk tales and the 
contexts in which the stories unfold: my living in the country, keeping the family together, 
the loss of my home. 
I reflect that home is where we start from and where we return, “the place where, when you 
have to go there, they have to let you in” (Robert Frost, 1914).  But home, as well as being 
“where the heart is” (trad.) is also a place where hearts are broken.  For many women and 
children, it is a place of danger and violence, somewhere to escape from.  For the 
dispossessed and the homeless, home is a dream, a memory and a hope.   
Before medicalization, the home was where babies were born and people died, and in 
England, until recently, just within my living memory, the dead remained there until burial, 
at rest alongside the living.  All this was “women’s work”, the birthing and the laying out of 
the dead, and much of the knowledge of it has been lost to my generation and my 
daughter’s:   
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When my mother died in the still of the night, my sisters and I decided to wait with 
her for quite some time before calling the nurses.  I recall the sense of loss and 
desolation when finally we left her room leaving undertakers to shroud her body in a 
bag, place her on a stretcher like baggage and carry her to the waiting vehicle and 
drive off with her into the darkness while we stood watching. (Personal reflection, 
New Year’s Day, 2015). 
Later this year, the Right Rev. Libby Lane in her Easter sermon as the Church of England’s 
first consecrated bishop, spoke of the women who entered Christ’s empty tomb on Easter 
morning: 
“In their terror, today’s women could recognise the trials of their own lives.  We know 
what it is to be kept awake by grief, by pain, anxiety, guilt, by anger, disappointment, 
by fear.  We know what it is to be kept awake by love: being up all night nursing a 
sick child; sitting by the bedside of a loved one, holding their hand as death 
approaches; worrying through the dark hours about having let someone down, about 
what could have been done differently, about ‘if onlys’”.  (York Minster, Easter 2015) 
In urging women to “embody that love in action”, Libby boldly reclaimed and re-anointed 
their subjugated knowledge within an institution which has repressed and denied women 
for centuries.  I sense subversive intent here, urging women to act and to bring forth their 
domestic struggles and to act on them in the world. 
Women’s ways of knowing 
Building upon Miller’s (1976) vision of women’s work being of “the highest necessity”, Joyce 
Fletcher (1999) describes how normative, masculinised, psychological development theories 
emphasise the achievement and maintenance of difference through authority, autonomy, 
domination and repression and suppression by the dominant masculine discourse (manifest 
in homophobia, racism, sexism).   An alternative narrative emerges when women’s ways of 
knowing are admitted.  Fletcher contrasts this dominant account of human development 
with one which is centred on “growth-fostering interactions” involving mutual empathy and 
empowerment, acceptance of each other’s vulnerability, openness to the expression of 
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emotion and the desire to ensure mutual of growth rather than one which is competitive 
and leads to zero-sum outcomes. 
“Relational practice is a way of working that reflects a relational logic of effectiveness and 
requires a number of relational skills such as empathy, mutuality, reciprocity, and a 
sensitivity to emotional contexts” (Fletcher 1999, p.84).   
In Women’s Ways of Knowing, Belenky et al (1986) describe how dominant theories of 
cognitive development have excluded women’s voices, both as authors and as the subjects 
of empirical research.  Their women-centred research revealed five knowledge perspectives 
through which women view themselves and their relationship to knowledge.   
Silence describes the first epistemological position, in which women felt 
disconnected from knowledge, the sources of knowledge and their own relationship 
to knowledge. 
Received knowledge is an epistemological perspective in which women perceived 
knowledge as a set of absolute truths received from infallible authorities. 
Subjective knowledge is characterized by an awareness of themselves as authorities 
capable of producing knowledge on which they can reply - the "infallible gut". 
Procedural knowledge reflects the recognition that there are multiple sources of 
knowledge and these sources need to be critically examined and evaluated. 
Procedural knowers focus on methods and techniques for verifying external truth 
and the relative worth of various sources of authority. 
Constructed knowledge involves recognition of the interrelatedness of knowledge, 
knowing and the knower. These women accepted that all knowledge was 
constructed as opposed to given and appreciated its mutability, temporality and 
dependence on experience and context. They saw knowledge as "a constant process 
of construction, deconstruction and reconstruction" (Love and Guthrie 1999) and 
typically arrived at this view after intense self-reflection.   
Belenky et al reported that holding a perspective of constructed knowledge often involves a 
highly developed capacity for "empathetic potential". 
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It was suggested to me during the early stages of my inquiry fieldwork with the folk tale 
characters that it seemed to require a strongly empathetic orientation and to demand an 
ability to see the world from another’s perspective.  The colleague who first made the 
observation remarked on another occasion that she found when experimenting herself with 
the iPhone method that she found it a quick way of “getting inside someone’s head” and 
that speaking in their character revealed depths of emotion that she had not realised.   
While I distinguish the practice of “being another” from empathy per se, I have been 
encouraged to believe that my process is supportive of women’s ways of knowing and in 
particular, to Fletcher’s (1999) observations about the importance of empathy in relational 
practice.  I intend to develop this in future inquiry, specifically, relating Belenky’s five 
knowledge perspectives to the “coming into being” of the folk-tale archetypal women 
through the retellings of others.  It is self-evident to me now that my “being another” – how 
I tell the story of another – reflects my own present “state of being” and state of knowing 
with regard to their, and our, story.  The movement within Belenky’s framing is towards my 
deepening appreciation that the characters are neither authorially nor authoritatively 
“given” and are not separate from me, but intimately related and co-constructed. 
Folk tales as a subversive genre 
In terms of the insurrection of subjugated knowledges, folk tales are a strongly subversive 
genre in that they give voice within the home and the domestic realm to themes such as 
murder, rape, child abuse, evil, escape, entrapment, violence and revenge in a way that is 
rendered “just a story” and “not real”.  The more deeply I inquired into individual folk tales, 
the more I detected a kind of coded knowledge bound by the themes that ran across them.  
The underlying story was often far more contested and splintered that the deceptively brief 
plot and narrative structure suggested.  This is one of the most surprising elements that 
surfaced when I spoke the tales.  The subjugation of the female voice is apparent in many 
traditional and contemporary interpretations of the tales I examined: Hansel & Gretel, 
Sleeping Beauty and Rapunzel.  I refer the reader to Jack Zipes (2006) Why Fairy Tales Stick, 
and Marina Warner (1994) From the Beast to the Blonde: On Fairy Tales and Their Tellers for 
contemporary interpretations of the genre.   
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I think this subjugation of voice is what the characters railed against in my iPhone retellings.  
It is a feature of postmodern reinterpretation that these female roles have been extensively 
and recently rewritten in multiple book and film adaptations accompanied by a new genre 
of “anti-fairy tales” in which the original plot is subverted, generally along gendered and 
feminist lines.  (An examination of this literature is regrettably beyond the scope of this 
thesis, however, please see Angelina Jolie’s film Malificient (2014) and Sara Maitland’s 
“Gossip from the Forest” (2012) as exemplars). 
Cycles of emancipation 
As to my own inquiry, when interpreting my folk tale field studies, I refer to a cycle of 
Survival, Awakening and Escape.   
I see this cycle as fundamental to my own experience, reflected in my retellings.  I observe 
that in all three of my folk tales, the home (gingerbread house, castle, tower) is the place in 
which the feminine protagonist discovers and uses her own power, the key which unlocks 
her destiny:  Gretel shoves the witch into the oven; Sleeping Beauty steps over the 
threshold to the tower room; and Rapunzel descends using her hair as rope.  Claiming 
domestic work as a valid and legitimate practice of “the highest necessity” requires 
recognition of the socio-political context in which I am first entrapped (a woman’s place is in 
the home); then I awaken (consciousness-raising); and then I escape (from an equally 
oppressive judgement that my value is higher in the “workplace” (outside the home) than 
the “workplace” (in the home). 
In my own retellings, I find the following emancipatory themes which I identified when 
considering my field studies in the light of Foucault’s insurrection of subjugated knowledges. 
Hansel and Gretel 
When Gretel discusses her alleged murder of the witch / stepmother / mother, she 
talks about her pride in how she has been immortalised down the years as the strong 
one, stronger than her brother.  She at no time adopted the interior role of victim or 
prisoner and she deceived the witch by compliance with the traditional role of 
domestic servant and non-threatening subservient member of the household.  
However, escape was never far from her mind and she deployed cunning to bid her 
time and indeed buy time by deceiving the witch into thinking that her brother, 
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Hansel, was still too thin to make a good meal.   Deceit is a weapon in the female 
arsenal against her oppressor.  I am reminded of the victims of domestic abuse 
imprisoned by their fathers, raped and forced to bear their children until opportunity 
presents itself to run.   When they run, they don’t look back. 
Sleeping Beauty 
The key scene takes place at the threshold of female knowing, the door to the attic 
room, where the crone (older, wise woman) awaits with the spinning wheel (an 
implement of women’s work and financial independence, prohibited by the King).  
This is a forbidden place, a place of danger, into which Sleeping Beauty longs to go.  
She is driven there by anger and frustration and the need for women’s knowing 
beyond what she has been allowed for fifteen years.  Here she is pushing the 
boundaries set by her parents in pursuit of a broader feminine epistemology: she no 
longer wants to be protected; she wants to break out of the pink baby bubble in 
which she is suffocating.  She wants to be a woman, to make her choices, to choose 
her own mistakes.  She did, and she paid for them by a long period of dormancy, but 
then she survived their consequences, and lived long. 
Rapunzel 
The moment of leaving was when she was ready.  She was complicit in her 
entrapment: it serves her well in ways that she comes to understand.  Once she 
understands, she works her way towards knowing her own needs and how to address 
them.  She made plans and incubated them.  When she is ready, and only then, she 
leaves, gracefully, in her own time, bearing her child to a future of her choosing.  And 





My “being another” allowed me to find myself and unlock the keys to my 
own cycles of Survival/Awakening/Escape, through engaging with the 
archetypal women, the essential women, of the folk tales.  When I speak, 
I speak not of them but of us, of me. 
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“BEING” AT HOME vs “BEING” AT WORK 
 
         
Women in Leadership   Keeper of the Keys   
Drawing home    An ancient line of women  
 
In this section, I present two practice accounts: the first describes an incident at a Women in 
Leadership conference which I attended in relation to my work on gender diversity in the 
boardroom; and the second is an inquiry which I conducted via email regarding the meaning 
of keys to the women closest to me, in pursuit of my curiosity around what I mean when I 
spoke of the ancient line of women, the keeper of keys to the household.   
To contextualise these accounts, I first discuss briefly two contrasting sites of women’s 
work: home in which “housework” takes place and work in which remunerated activity 









Being another as an existential imperative 
It occurs to me that “being another” is what women often have to be in 
the performance of “proper work” (leaving their domestic practices at the 
door with their other self) and that another interpretation of my inquiry is 
that it concerns the imperative and existential consequences of “being 
another” if one makes certain choices, like being financially independent; 
or perceive certain choices to have been thrust upon you, like being the 
main breadwinner, or being “just a housewife”, or make certain choices, 
like remaining in a marriage “for the sake of the children” or through fear 
of being alone, or of losing financial support. 
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Regarding home and work as oppositional sites holds great significance for the women in my 
two practice accounts.  For many, it involves holding two identities: in my own experience, 
the “juggling” which is frequently referred to as the challenge of working motherhood, is 
not so much one of task management, but of identity management.  I experience in my 
executive search practice that the hostility of the boardroom to women frequently requires 
active management of identity as a survival strategy. 
Pateman (1983) observes that, “The dichotomy between the private and the public is 
central to almost two centuries of feminist writing and political struggle; it is, ultimately, 
what the feminist movement is about” (p.119).  However, she adds, “it must be 
remembered that this division is a fiction.”  It is self-evident, surely, that the public and 
private are inextricably connected?  As Hanisch (1969) famously observed, “The personal is 
the political”. 
Indeed, Weintraub and Kumar (1997, p.31) pointed out that “overcoming the gendered and 
invidious separation between the ‘private’ sphere of family and the rest of social life is a key 
practical task for women’s emancipation” citing three core feminist arguments for 
challenging this divide: 
“One is that [social and political theory] have ignored the domestic sphere or treated 
it as trivial.  The second is that the public/private distinction itself is often deeply 
gendered, and in almost uniformly invidious ways …..The third is that, by classifying 
institutions like the family ‘private’ … the public/private distinctions often serve to 
shield abuse and domination within these relationships from political scrutiny or legal 
redress”. 
Feminist analysis has traditionally rejected the liberal notion that the public sphere should 
not impinge on the private on the grounds that the private sphere idealised by notions of 
hearth and home denigrated and endangered women by placing them beyond community 
scrutiny.  On the other hand, bel hooks (1990) describes how “the construction of a 
homeplace, however fragile and tenuous (the slave hut, the wooden shack), had a radical 
political dimension…. One’s homeplace was the one site where one could freely confront 
the issue of humanisation, where one could resist”.   
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The folk tales are situated in the domestic sphere, the home, the place where traditionally, 
women work.  In my executive search practice, I observe how difficult it is for women to 
assert the feminine or the domestic as priorities without denigration; to infuse, as Carol 
Gilligan urges, private sphere values such as the “ethic of care” as a means of instilling the 
feminine voice into the predominantly masculine public sphere.   
My first practice account, “Women in Leadership” illustrates this. 
The second, “Keeper of the Keys”, affirms it. 
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Women in Leadership Conference: London 2012 
 
 
Keynote speaker: Mary Portas - Queen of Shops 
200 women waiting for the conference to begin: running slightly late.   
Facilitator: While we’re waiting, we’re going to hand around paper and pens, please draw a 
picture, all your own work, no conferring please, then fold it and hand it down to the centre 
aisle. 
Five minutes later: Let’s see what we’ve got here … OK, this one’s a house.  And another 
house.  And here’s a smiley face.  And a cat.  Oh, and another house.  And another one.   
 
    
  
Another five minutes later: So I’m guessing about 100 pictures here and what, 80 houses?  
What’s that telling us?  And now we’re ready to start, enjoy the conference, and welcome to 
our keynote speaker: Mary Portas, Queen of Shops! 
Mary spent the first few minutes telling us about her new range of knickers and how “they 
don’t get stuck up your bum”.  Then about how upset she was seeing negative press reports 
that morning about her new project.  She then gave a brilliant and inspiring session about 
women not being dictated to in terms of how they “did leadership” and the importance of 
dumping negative influences and not taking no for an answer. 
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In the coffee break, the conversation in my circle was mostly about the house drawings and 
how everyone was constantly worried about what was going on at home while they were at 
work, mainly what they were “not doing” with the children and Mary said that was what she 
was most dreading if she and her girlfriend succeeded in having a baby – would just she feel 
the guilt or would they both?  The women who didn’t draw houses or stick people said they 
felt really guilty now, especially the one who drew a Mulberry handbag, label and all.  No-
one else saw anything wrong with that.  Several admitted they used the paper to make a 
shopping list or to do list.  I thought afterwards that this is what women talk about in 
business when there are no men around, before they get down to business.  If men are 
around, it feels unprofessional.  Food for thought … why is that? 
 
  
Mary Portas’s Kinky Knickers 
Turning the light back on for Great British Manufacturing 
 
The next practice account “Keeper of the Keys” picks up where this first one ends for 
“working” women, at the end of the day, finishing work, and arriving at the front door, the 
magical threshold beyond which is the home. 
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Keeper of the keys 
I wake up at dawn, and as I turn over, I hear the gentle thumping of the dog’s tail on 
the floor under the bed where she sleeps when my husband is in residence.  When 
he’s away, she sleeps on the bed.  I reach my hand down and stroke her ear.  We pad 
downstairs together into the kitchen and I put on the kettle, mug, teabag, milk from 
fridge.  Unlock the back door, let her out.  Unload the dishwasher.  Switch on Radio 4. 
Think. Think.  What’s going on today?  Dog food in bowl, put it on the floor.  Go 
outside to sit on the step, a moment of calm.  Watch the cobwebs glittering with 
dew.  Check my iPhone for messages in the night. (Personal reflection, June 2015) 
Remembered!  Lots going on today: I need to decide whether to take on an assignment 
which will take me away from home for chunks of each week.  I don’t want to but I feel that 
I should.  I’m worried about taking it and not taking it.  I’m meeting a friend later, her 
daughter is having major problems at school.  And there’s no food in the house, or rather 
nothing tempting, I should plan better, think ahead.  I need to arrange to see the family, and 
I have a pile of bills to pay and banking to do and buy three birthday presents.  I have to 
phone my sister, the funeral’s next week.  I need to arrange dental appointments, get the 
grass cut, speak to the school, think about summer holidays, remind my husband to sort his 
son out, and have a big tidy up after the weekend.   
This isn’t working.  It’s a “to do” list, it feels like I’m trivialising domestic practice, which is so 
much more than doing things, getting things done.  It’s about the emotion work, about 
holding things together, creating a safe space, a welcoming home, being there, making 
home comforts, belonging, keeping stories going, staying connected, remembering things, 
providing security, things that don’t change, a million tiny things over a long, long time, all 
done imperfectly, boring, tedious tasks that create warmth and lasting love.  I’ve just read 
the first sentence in this paragraph again, “this isn’t working”.  I meant that this practice 
account isn’t working but I’ve just read it in the sense that I often feel about my domestic 
practice: 





I’m distressed.  What did I mean in my video about being holder of keys and being part of an 
ancient line of women?  What is it about keys? 





But a flurry of replies comes in quickly, I hear the familiar pings on my iPhone: they are 
treating my request as important, taking it seriously.  They are writing about their keys as 
well as sending an image.  I didn’t ask them to, but they are.  I’m excited, this is important, 
I’m glad I did it.  It struck a chord. 
Ping. I can’t find my sodding keys!!!!! 
Ping. OK will do later. 
Ping. Smiley face. 
Ping. What for? 
Ping. There u go. Still OK for lunch? 
Ping missing.  [Lara, probably forgotten to take her phone] 
I note how I diminished the importance of this request 
“little favour”, “little research study” 
 
It isn’t working. 
It’s not a real job. 
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Here’s what they emailed me: 
 
My keys represent comfort and sanctuary. That moment, after a difficult day, 
when the key goes in the lock; a slight turn to the right; the door being pushed 
open; the familiar smell of my own home; the little sigh as I step over the 
threshold. To this day (and I’ve lived in my home for over 20 years) I still 
sometimes, as I step inside and toss the keys to the floor, say out loud, “Hello 
little house.” And I can actually feel myself relaxing. I know then that I am 
home safe and sound and when I close the door behind me, I am closing the 
door on work life and can look forward to home life. 
 
 
Here you go - permission granted! The owl is for Grandma (me and mum have one each). 
The ugly gold keys and green plastic thing are keys for my office. Grey plastic thing is the 
fob to my flat building. The chicken is the Nando's logo, which I got as a freebie when I went 
to their grad scheme interviews. The purple circle is one of those tokens that fits in the trolley 
at Sainsbury's. 
God knows if the explanation was needed, if not I'm sure I've bored you to tears! 
Love you, hope to see you soon 
 




The keys to my life – car key, fob for office door, set for boys’ flat on far right, middle set is 
for the new house (must give you a set, there’s a spare set under brick near bins), on the left 
there’s one of those fake coins for Sainsbury trolley and a diamond ring which Kay left 
behind so I don’t lose it, and the heart says I love you mummy.  Is this too much information 
– I’m thinking I carry too many keys around with me.  I panic when I can’t find them. 
 
Looking at my keys, I see an ordinary object that gives me an extraordinary sense of belonging, safety 
and joy. An object I sometimes neglect and pay no attention to and yet I enjoy every time I pull it out of my bag 
and insert into the key hole. In that very moment, my keys are my treasure; opening the door of my home brings 
some excitement and anticipation - will my dog jump on me once again? Will my husband notice I am back? Will 
my daughter run to me and welcome me back or will I get ignored? I like the feel of my keys, sharp, cold and 
smooth at the same time. 
This just reminded me of a moment when I needed to hand over my copy of our house keys to our tenants whilst 
we were heading to live in Europe. It was such a difficult moment - giving up your keys of a place I love and 
handing over to someone else; it felt like handing over your life to someone else to have and stepping into a total 
unknown. 
I am attached to my keys and take care of them - like them to be with me and like the feel of them in my pocket or 
my bag. How beautiful and how ordinary at the same time this object is.... 
 




The two keys at the top with the horrible red plastic tag are for the flat. The 
other 3 are for the house. I keep the car keys separate. The silver charm was a 
gift for my 40th. The Prada star was also a birthday present. Xx 
 
   
My house keys and car key below to my mini and [husband’s] car. My mini key fob from my first mini 
is a Park Lane fob - very posh! My long red leather key ring is a new addition a birthday present from 
a friend it helps me find my keys at the bottom of my bag and is also a handy dog lead if I am stuck 
without!  My second bunch is my work keys to my classroom, office and pantry also the red smiley 
face is the key to my stationary cupboard. The pin drive carries all my work so vital and the key ring 
is a memento from a trip to Legoland in 2006 of [husband] and the boys the lady in the picture is not 
me but my students often think it is me! 
You have my permission to use if of any use to you Sue 
Must catch up soon, lots of love xxxxxx 
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Photo attached.  I recently pruned my excessive bunch. Now left with Owlie (gift from Emz); trolley 
token; car key; house key; unidentified little key which I'm scared to chuck out in case I remember 




Freedom and independence 
Living the way I want to 
Gentrification, 4 locks, 4 keys inherited from the previous owners but we only use two 
The lovely mottled marble of the fireplace in our study room 
My Boris key and my bike key too 
Some B’stard stole my bike last week 
Feels like having my legs cut off 
Hard fought for / Love / Laughter / Friends/Eating and drinking/A garden/Trees/Home 
 
Hope it’s useful, Big hugs, 
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Front door - usual two keys - I love the colour if my front door - aubergine/purple   People says our 
house is out there standing forward of the rest - a very luminous natural white with purple doors 
 
Garage key - door also purple - only recently got this key - used to be the garage was for boys bikes 
and decorating kit - now the muddy dog route into the house. 
 
Lucky charm: this was [husband’s] - he's had it since he was a boy - long time - 'keep me and never 
go broke' with four leaf clover I think   Now all worn out. I've adopted it - doesn't matter who keeps 
it - we're part of one whole 
 
Don't really often use them - usually the last one home - no domestic goddess or stay at home mum 
 
Eldest has gone away - starting to think it won't be long until the big white house with purple door 
won't be needed any more.... 
 














This is what the keys showed me about what I meant by being the keeper of 
the household, the ancient line of women: 
All the women, my sisters, nieces, friends held their keys close to them and they 
shared them with me freely. 
Their keys were invested with their relationships. 
They held secrets, mysteries – as well as the ordinary, the mundane, the 
unlocking of front doors, they were keys to the unknown, the emblem of what 
would happen in future when children left or what happened in the past 
(grandma, memories). 
They were frequently held together with tokens (supermarket trolleys) and 
amulets (owls, photos, charms, jewels) that held other meanings. 
They were significant. 
Gifts were prominent and there was a clear sense of their aesthetic qualities. 
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This is a transcript of a recording of me answering my own question (the light was too 
poor for iPhone). 
Q: What did you mean when you spoke of the ancient line of women who were the holder 
of the keys to the household? 
I’ve reflected on it a lot since.  It’s to do with power, overt and also secret power, and 
unlocking ways to keep us safe, to keep away danger.  Folklore describes planting 
rowan, the mountain ash, on the boundaries to keep out evil.  Garlic around the door 
repels vampires.  Charms, like holed flints, likewise.  The threshold to a home 
contains ancient magic such that anyone crossing unasked, loses their power and can 
cause no harm.  I think these are folk memories, like “keeping the wolf from the 
door” meaning financial survival, keeping the lights on, putting food on the table.  
Bailiffs and bandits were cast in folk tales in images of wild animals.  I have a strong 
sense of my domestic practice being about protecting my daughter from harm.  
When wolves came to my old house in the night, I threatened to shoot them with my 
husband’s gun. 
Keys are part of that narrative. 
I love keys: I like the feel of them.  I enjoy their mystery.  I find them evocative rather 
than purely instrumental like those electronic fobs which open cars, which I hate.  
When you use proper keys, there’s real dramatic tension.  First, finding the keys, 
always a relief – that’s why we hide them in secret places (under the mat usually or 
under a stone near the door) and give spare sets to friends just in case, a safety net 
against being locked out.  I’ve wedged my daughter many times through half-open 
windows when she was small and told her to run round and unlock the door.  Then, 
there’s the fiddling with them if the lock’s a bit broken, getting it just right, the 
frustration of not being able to force it, just jiggling it around until it works.   
There’s a metaphorical aspect to keys as well.  I think that’s what I meant.  As holder 
of the keys, I control not only who comes in and out of the house, but I hold the key to 
the past, I’m custodian of our memories telling and reinventing our family. 
I’m thinking of the family photos, the letters kept and the documents destroyed.  The 
computer files deleted, the ones saved to memory stick.  The stories and anecdotes 
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told and the ones forgotten or left to fade.  In the sense that we co-create each other, 
I write about this in my thesis, we are keys to each other’s understanding of 
ourselves: we can unlock each other’s self-puzzlement.   
Talking about domestic practice 
All this is hard to write about.  It’s hard for me to get over feeling “it’s not worthy” or “it’s 
boring” yet it also feels immensely potent.  It seems mundane yet transcendent, dull yet 
luminous, all at the same time.  I’m actually enjoying writing this the most, of all my other 
chapters. 
In “Qualitative Research”, Anderson et al (2011) note that some things are beyond the 
realms of inquiry, including the ineffable … I am finding that in order to provide a 
satisfactory and honest domestic practice account, it is necessary to speak of my family and 
the issues we confront in our home in a way which might breach our privacy.  It is also 
impossible to fictionalise.  And yet, I do not wish my domestic practice to remain hidden.  
It’s important to talk about these issues in the public domain as well as at home, in the 










Practice Note: When the time is right 
While I have chosen not to disclose or to report certain videos within this thesis, for the 
protection of myself and others, I have destroyed none of the material, believing that I 
will return to it when the time is right: I equate this to the practice of saving certain 
letters, and photographs, and books and postcards from the past in recognition that they 
will have significance later and that to destroy them will lead to future regrets like the 
unopened letter ripped up in rage and burned before reading.  I have used my keys to 
lock them away, where only I know. 
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“The practices of keeping and saving personal artefacts fall to women: the photographs, the 
birth and death and marriage certificates, the dates of birthdays and anniversaries, the first 
baby teeth, the first lock of hair, the orders of service of weddings and funerals, the 
children’s school reports and handprints, the in utero scans, the family trees.  This is the work 
of women as curators and caretakers in the domestic sphere: custodian of the family’s 
scandals and accomplishments, the writers and re-writers through photo albums and now 
Facebook, of the collective stories which form the socio-political context of our personal 
lives.  This, I believe, is what I was channelling when I spoke of “the ancient line of women” 
being “keeper of the keys”.  I see now that the keeper of keys is also the “time-keeper”.  
(Personal Reflections, June 2015). 
 
Conclusion 
The ineffable is where I end this chapter, reflecting that the mundane, the domestic 
practice, is the most profound and the one that matters most.  It is of the “highest 
necessity” and some of it is beyond the realm of inquiry. 
In honouring the ineffable, I concur with Nicola Jane Pollard (2007) from Middlesex 
University, who concludes her unpublished thesis “Folding and withholding: writing with 
and by choreographers” with the observation that her aim is “to expand perspectives rather 
than to narrow them” and “to avoid that sort of conclusion that refocuses, narrows, self-
interrogates, re-iterates, and proceeds then to practice closure”.   






































































































































































































































Even when my husband was driven away by Gothel, blinded by  thorns,  I stayed  there:  the 
blindness was metaphorical, so was her casting me  into the desert.   She wrote a note from 
me to him, and he believed it.   When she found out that I was pregnant and I told her that 
the tower was mine and  I was not  imprisoned,  I could  leave any time, and  I would, when  I 



















with my  right  hand  I  reached  down  for  the  end  of my  plait, which  I  had  bound  tight.    I 
twisted  it around the hook and tied a  figure of eight knot; the knot becomes stronger, the 
greater the load.  Then I wound my plait, 20 ells long and heavy, around me, up and down, 





and  spun  slowly  to  the  ground.    It  felt  like  dancing  and  I  sang  louder  as  the  ground 
approached and I let myself go faster.  “Though you might hear laughing, spinning swinging 
























































cravings  and  in  those  days  there was  no  help.    I  thought  the  baby was  damaged  and  I 
couldn’t have coped with a handicapped child.   Gothel next door said she would have  the 
baby and  take  care of her.    She  supplied drugs but  she never  took  them,  she never even 
drank.   The Enchantress was her nick‐name and she would make bad things go away, and 
good things happen.  It wasn’t unusual in those days for children to live with others.  For the 




and she never came back.   A  few years after  that,  I moved here,  to  this community, and  I 
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INDEX OF IMAGES AND AUDIO‐VISUAL 
PART I: IMAGES IN THE TEXT 
This a photographic index of the images presented in the text, with brief annotation. 
 
 
Fig 1a: from a distance 
 
Fig 1b: getting closer 
 
Fig 1c: framing 
The above trilogy of photos is intended to illustrate the process of getting to know me in the 
introduction, first from afar, then in close‐up, and then in the act of creating the (self) 
image. 
 
 
Fig 2: And into a new world 
This plays with my feeling of jumping off a cliff as I enter the ADOC programme.  The hole in 
the tree can be seen as on the horizontally plane as though you were moving through it, but 
also on the vertical plane, as though you are jumping down into it.  It references Alice’s 
rabbit hole which takes you into a completely new world, where nothing is normal. 
 
 
 
Fig 3: Heartbeating 
As the silence of the forest descends, the sounds of my body take over, my pulse, my 
heartbeat, my breathing.  Heartbeating / heartbreaking in its beauty. 
 
 
 
Fig 4: Ouroborous 
Theodorous Pelecanos (1478).  Still the most evocative image of the serpent as a symbol of 
reflexive self‐renewal.  Look at the self‐awareness in the gaze. 
 
 
Fig 5: And it catches falls. 
This was the image that defined my early inquiry puzzles, resolved later when I realised that 
I had it the wrong way up (should be vertical, as a climbing harness knot). 
 
 
 
Fig 6: Sue Sleeping Take 2 
I became enchanted in this makeover of my original image: a Midsummer Night’s Dream. 
 
 
Fig 7: the landscape of my inquiry 
A defining moment as I came alive in making this pagan / Catholic image. 
 
 
 
Fig 8: river road to Ashridge:  
An evocative image of flux and change flowing through my inquiry but with a clear sense of 
direction.  I see the river road as flowing towards me, not away from me. 
 
 
Fig 9a, b and c: Hansel and Gretel images from my fieldwork 
 
Fig 9b 
 
Fig 9c 
 
 
Fig 10a, b and c: Sleeping Beauty images from my fieldwork 
 
Fig 10b 
 
Fig 10c 
 
 
Fig 11a, b and c: Rapunzel images from my fieldwork 
 
 
Fig 11b 
 
 
Fig 11c 
 
Fig 12: trees to look through 
I took many photos of trees with holes.  The symbolism is of birth, entry into new worlds, 
rites of passage.  They have a powerful framing effect, like holed flints.  Folk rituals involve 
passing items and body parts through them to effect healing and to bring luck. 
 
 
Fig 13: Ogham alphabet 
I first encountered Ogham when travellers I had given shelter to marked our gate with 
goodwill symbols for those who followed.  I suspect it works like Morse code. 
 
 
Fig 14a, b and c: Holly, Willow and Rowan, the Ogham spirit dolls 
 
Fig 14b 
 
 
Fig 14c 
 
 
 
Fig 15: a silent progress 
I refer to this in the dark side photos. 
 
 
Fig 16: the right way up 
This is how the figure of 8 knot works. 
 
 
 
Fig 17: a garland of flints 
“What would happen if you sold it?” I would regret it. 
 
 
 
Fig 18: golden grove unleaving 
I play with the idea of leaving and unleaving in the sense of nothing is ever lost, and the 
autumn gold and the loss of leaves essential to the growth of new, green ones.  Inspired by 
a Gerard Manly Hopkins poem. 
 
 
Fig 19: the tree I came to know 
The far reaching young oak which became the touchstone for my forest fieldwork. 
 
 
Fig 20: the marvellously polished pavilion of the forest 
An image which reflects the unselfconsciousness of the beauty of the forest. 
 
 
Fig 21a, b and c: my fieldwork in images 
Images of me working the iPhone method.  All were taken unintentionally (pressed the 
wrong button) and I believe that this is what gives them their power.  It’s like taking a candid 
shot of myself, something usually impossible.  A felicitous consequence of technical 
incompetence. 
 
 
Fig 21b 
 
 
Fig 21c 
 
 
Fig 22: the tree of my inquiry 
This was my first attempt at drawing my inquiry.  Theory plays no part in it. 
 
 
 
Fig 23a, b and c: Images of berries, leaves, branches (and me).  23a and 23b were again 
taken unintentionally, by having the focus button switched the wrong way.  23c was taken 
without knowing the effect of tree shadow. 
 
 
Fig 23b 
 
 
 
Fig 23c 
 
Fig 24a – i: the dark side photos 
(commentary provided in the text) 
 
 
Fig 24b 
 
 
Fig 24c 
 
 
Fig 24d 
 
Fig 24e 
 
 
Fig 24f 
 
 
Fig 24g 
 
Fig 24h 
 
 
Fig 24i 
 
 
